Abstract: Perception of a synthetic French Maya/ sequence, generated by coproduction of two simultan~us gestures (tongue constriction and lip rounding), was tested in a series of labeling experiments. The tokens consisted of different degrees of gesture reduction in which the target /y/ was not reached. The /al,/ trajectoq, in the plane FI -F2 was not rectilinear. The /a>d trnsition, therefore. appears to be an appropriate stimulus to study the role of the lineari@ of trajectories in speech perception. The findings point to the importance of taking into account the direction of the FI-F2 formant trajectory and the time dimension in phonetic distinctions.
INTRODUCTlON
In articulatory phonology (I), the distinctive component element is not the phoneme or feature but the speech gesture (or articulatory gesture or phonetic gesture) and the main characteristics of such a gesture are not static but dynamic. Speech being an acoustic phenomenon, the goal of speech gesture is to bring about acoustic modulations by deforming the area mnction of the vocal tract. In the present paper, the gestures were automatically derived from using an acoustical efficiency criterion (minimum of energy) of the deformation (2). The Distinctive Region Model (DRM) is obtained from applying this criterion to an acoustic tube (3) . The model is controlled by parameters that are, in fact, gestures. V-V transitions for /ai/ and jay/ can be simply obtained with the model as shown in figure 1 a and 1 b (4). To produce the /ai/ transition, a transversal gesture is applied to the /a/ configuration, to achieve a front constriction. A back cavity automatically ensues from the front constriction, i.e., it does not represent a separate gesture. For the /ay/ transition, two gestures are needed: a tongue constriction gesture and a lip constriction gesture. Such modeling may appear overly simplistic but its output is acoustically very similar to real speech. Thus, the model leads to a simple description of V-V transitions in terms of distinctive gestures. We have already previously reported perceptual characteristics of V-V produced by one or two gestures (5) and shown that, within certain limits, a) the movement of a gesture can be changed without changing the percept; b) the relative phase between two gestures can be offset without changing the percept; and c) one gesture can be "reduced" without changing the percept. In the present paper, we examine vowel reduction in /aya/ sequences obtained with two (tongue and lip) gestures that both undergo reduction.
PRODCJCTION OF /aya/ SEQUENCES
Sequences of /aya/ were generated using the DRM ( figure I b) . The formant trajectory obtained when the tongue constriction gesture is strictly in phase with the lip constriction gesture (i.e. without labial anticipation) is shown in figure Ic. The trajectory is not recti-linear (as opposed to the /aia/ trajectory which is): it first points to /i/ before reaching /y/ because the acoustic effect caused by lip rounding (i.e. lowering F2) becomes manifest only aAer the effect caused by tongue constriction (i.e. lowering Fl and raising F2). Since, therefore, the /aya/ transition appears to be well suited for studying the role of the linearity of the trajectories in speech perception, we used it as the stimulus in a set of labeling experiments. Seven /aya/ tokens were synthesized Four of them did reach the fyf target (with the stable part of/y/ fixed at 40, 30, 20 and 10 ms respectively), whereas the last three did not (i.e., a reduction resulted from starting the /ya/ gesture -10, -20, or -30 ms before reaching the /y/ target. The first vowel, the first transition before reduction, and the second transition all had a 100 ms duration, while the duration of the last vowel was 150 ms. Figure 2a shows a time domain plot of the two formant transitions for the 7 sequences. Results of the labeling test, shown in figure 2b, are the average of five runs of one highly trained listener. His task consisted of deciding which of the five vowels /y, i, c, 8, I/ the percept of the central vowel of the stimulus was closest to. It appears that, unless a steady-state /y/ is present for at least 30 ms, the lip rounding gesture is ignored and the percept is /a$ and then /ala/. These results postulate the existence of a mechanism that performs an ongoing computation of the direction of trajectory toward an (unreached) target, from the nmning average of the direction of the formant trajectory. This hypothesis is consistent with the observation that /ti/ is not heard. Thus the shape of formant trajectory is an important parameter. Note that vowel reduction does note occur because /y/ is never perceived when the target is not reached.
CONCLUSIONS
The results suggest that looking at formant frequencies at a specific time is insufficient for labeling a vowel, whether reduction occurs or whether the target is, in fact, reached. In both case, one has to take into account the entire trajectory in the FI -F2 plane, especially its direction, and also both local and global temporal aspects (transition durations, V2 duration in VIV2VJ sequence, speech rate). Our results also show that, when laya/ is reduced, synchrony between the tongue and lip gestures plays an important role for maintaining a correct formant trajectory direction. Synchrony, however, implies that the concept of reJative autonomy of two gestures must be reconsidered.
